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Summary:
Stalin, writing under the pseudonym “Fyodor Kuznetsov,” who was Stalin’s Chief of the GRU, tells “Terebin,” actually Soviet doctor and operative in Yan’an Andrei Orlov, to arrange a secret meeting in Moscow with Mao Zedong.

Original Language:
Russian

Contents:
- English Translation
To Terebin [trans. note--Terebin (real name Andrei Iakovlevich Orlov) was a Soviet doctor and Soviet operative in Mao's base in Yan'an].

Convey to Mao Zedong that the VKP(b) CC [trans. note--sesoiuznaia Kommunisticheskaia Partiiia (bolshevikov), the All-Union Communist Party (of the Bolsheviks)—the Soviet Communist] considers it desirable to have him come to Moscow without any kind of disclosure about it. If Mao Zedong also considers this necessary, then, it appears to us, it is better to do this through Harbin. If needed, [we] will send a plane.

Telegraph the results of the talk with Mao Zedong and his wishes.

Fyodor Fedotovich Kuznetsov [trans. note--Chief of the GRU (Soviet military intelligence). Though Kuznetsov's signature appeared on several cables to and from Orlov, Stalin was the real sender and recipient of this correspondence.]
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